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List of Remaining Issues // 2016-1
P06
    * FI02X misaligned (released, I overlooked this)
P05: overall alignment seems raw, currently working on this
    * Spot on FIs
P04
    * Spot on FIs
    * DC05 (apparently hardware issue)
    * 272449
        * GEMs might be improved
        * GM06[XY] - minor DZ misalignment
        * FIs misaligned: 05Y, 05X, 55V 04Y, 04X, 04U, 03Y, 
03X, 03U
        * MP03M[UXY] misaligned (.5 RMS)
    * 272615
        * GP02P1 misaligned



List of Remaining Issues // 2016-2
P03
    * Spot on FIs
    * GM04Y misaligned, is a pivot plane
    * 271827
        * MP misaligned (all, disastrous, hopefully can fix with a dedicated effort, additionally DZ)
        * MP03M[UVX] inefficient/misaligned/broken

P01
    * 270941 GM03[XY] DZ bias (have to be fixed by DZ alignment procedure)

Overall minor issues:
   * No R(T) in UE11 data for any detector it have to be available
   * Missed ST on DPS plots, dedicated subroutine needed (yet, well visible on `checkTracks' and with my 
own tools)
   * Missed SIs and FI01, FI02X/Y on `checkTracks' plots (unclear reason -- do exist at `traf' data, 
`checkTracks' collects nothing, visible on DPS and with my own tools)



FIs: partially missed plane

Part of the DI03 plane is missed for the entire 2016.
For >P07 it seemed to be a hardware issue (wrt COOOL plots).



FIs: spot



MP at P03



New Page for Alignment Plots
http://na58-dev.cern.ch/QA.d/

Current features:

● Provides detectors.dat, DPS & 
checkTracks plots sorted by 
year/period/revision/type/run

● Generated automatically (items 
are bound to physical FS entries 
on specific /eos location)

● Intermediate versions and 
release candidates for finer 
analysis; symlinks interpreted as 
aliases (e.g. 1.14.rc2 -> 1.15)

Expected features:
● diff-like comparison of detectors.dat of different 

versions
● advanced residuals
● .root file browsing
● automated householding and integration with the 

alignment lifecycle

http://na58-dev.cern.ch/QA.d/


Missed plots on checkTracks output

?

Some planes (FIs, SIs, 
STs) are missed on 
checkTracks util output 
for 2016, but they do 
exist on the traf output 
and relevant information 
can be extracted from 
alignment tree.

?: Debugging the checkTracks is feasible, but for now we would prefer 
to postpone this in favor of making another util for similar purpose.



New Plots Example Study



MB: double peak
(just to make sure)



GM04Y at P02 and P03 (pivot; -> GM05[X/Y])


